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Abstract 

This thesis examines coverage of domestic terror events in the United States on 

evening network news broadcasts, using both content analysis and qualitative analysis to 

examine the extent of coverage and differences in coverage over a five-year period. 

Coders looked for the presence or absence of the term “terror,” “terrorist” and “terrorism” 

between attacks perpetrated by culprits identified by different ethnic, racial, and religious 

descriptors. Qualitative analysis examined those stories that used the terms “terror,” 

“terrorist” and “terrorism” more deeply, looking for context, meaning, identification of 

culprits and assignment of blame. Analysis of 394 stories (42 events) found a significant 

association between the use of the word “terrorism” and the identification of culprits as 

Muslim (x2 = 25.026, df = 1, p < .0001), an absence of discussion of whiteness, and a 

religious-based application of “terror” terms that served to externalize domestic 

terrorism. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Scholarly interest in media coverage of terrorism has increased exponentially 

since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Understanding the choices made by 

mass media, including the selection of newsworthy terror events, descriptions of culprits, 

and frequency and prominence of coverage, has significant consequences for how the 

public thinks about terrorism (Chermak & Gruenewald, 2006). 

Because very few people in the United States experience terrorism firsthand, 

public perception of terrorism, terrorists, risk and violence are necessarily filtered 

through the gaze of the mass media, which presents an artificially constructed, and often 

inaccurate, picture of the world. Research has consistently shown that stories about crime 

and violence are prevalent and constitute a significant part of total news coverage (Bailey 

& Hale, 1998; Chermak, 1997; Surette, 1998). Additionally, within this kind of coverage, 

mass media tend to gravitate toward stories that are violent, unusual, dramatic and 

sensational (Bohm, 1986; Maguire, Sandage & Weatherby, 1999).  Further research has 

found that most researchers agree that both international and domestic acts of terrorism 

are important media events (Chermak & Gruenewald, 2006; Delli Carpini & Williams, 

1987; Iyengar & Kinder, 1987; Martin, 1985; Nacos, 2003).  

At the same time, many recent studies have shown that public concern about and 

fear of violence and crime has steadily grown, while actual violent crime in the United 

States has simultaneously declined, attributing this disparity to crime-saturated and 

explicitly raced news coverage that presents an inaccurate picture of crime and 

responsibility in the United States (Romer, Jamieson & Aday, 2003; Stabile, 2006). 
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The mass media have a responsibility to cover such complex and unpleasant 

topics as terrorism in a balanced, nuanced, contextual way. Yet these events are not 

always covered equally by the mass media. Research has shown that race, class, and 

religion can play large roles in defining the terms of media coverage for such events—

which in turn can feed into broader social perceptions—and that media tend to distort 

reality when it comes to coverage of race and crime (Dixon & Linz, 2000; Entman, 

1994). Specifically, Van Dijk (1993) has argued that white elites tend to select topics that 

marginalize or emphasize a negative representation of non-whites or minorities, favoring 

a positive representation of their own group.  

This tendency toward presenting non-whites in a negative light can be especially 

problematic when applied to news coverage of terrorism, and particularly domestic 

terrorism. As coverage of the high-profile July 7, 2005 terror attacks in the United 

Kingdom, the November 2009 Fort Hood military base shooting, the February 2010 

suicide plane crash in Austin, and the March 2010 Pentagon shooting plainly illustrates, 

questions of who is “one of us” and who is an “other” in news coverage of terrorism are 

rarely clear-cut, especially when race, religion, and immigration are added to the mix.  

This study examines coverage of domestic terror events in the United States on 

evening network news broadcasts, analyzing both the extent of coverage given to 

different events and the differences in coverage—including the presence or absence of 

the word “terrorism”—between those attacks perpetrated by culprits identified by 

different ethnic, racial, and religious descriptors. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Defining Domestic Terrorism 

 There are many different ways to think about and frame the term “terrorism.” For 

the purposes of this study, I use a definition present in U.S. Code to identify, narrow 

down and examine those events to analyze that fit within the scope of “domestic 

terrorism,” as defined by the USA PATRIOT Act. 

The word “terrorism” first entered into the Western lexicon in the wake of the 

French Revolution, when Jacobin leader Robespierre wrote in 1793 that “terror is nothing 

but justice, prompt, severe and inflexible” (Nunberg, 2001). As a result, the earliest 

meaning of the word “terrorism” was “system or rule of terror.” This definition reflected 

the bloody years of the guillotine, during which governments in Paris tried to exert their 

rule over French citizens using violence. Today, however, the word “terrorism” has come 

to represent acts that are willfully indiscriminate, often politically motivated, and 

designed to produce fear in a particular group of people, although there is contention 

even over this general definition (Roberts, 2002).  

A 1996 UN Resolution defines terrorism as “criminal acts intended or calculated 

to provoke a state of terror in the general public, a group of persons or particular persons 

for political purposes” (United Nations General Assembly, 1996).  

Even more specifically, the USA PATRIOT Act defines acts of domestic 

terrorism as those which: “(A) involve acts dangerous to human life that are a violation of 

the criminal laws of the United States or of any State; (B) appear to be intended— (i) to 

intimidate or coerce a civilian population; (ii) to influence the policy of a government by 
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intimidation or coercion; or (iii) to affect the conduct of a government by mass 

destruction, assassination, or kidnapping; and (C) occur primarily within the territorial 

jurisdiction of the United States” (18 U.S.C. § 2331).  

 Discursive differences exist between rampage shootings, especially school 

shootings, and “domestic terror attacks” as discrete concepts, and the two terms evoke 

different images and histories. Coverage of what are often called “rampage shootings” 

(especially those that occur at schools) is filtered through the lens of Columbine, a 

watershed shooting that, in many ways, defined the terms of future coverage of similar 

events (Altheide, 2009). Events deemed “terrorist attacks,” on the other hand, are often 

filtered through the lens of September 11, the infamous and iconic attack on U.S. soil in 

2001. However, as Altheide (2009) points out, news accounts following the Columbine 

shooting increasingly merged school shootings with terrorism as part of the broader 

frame of fear and national security. Also, students who threaten school violence are 

increasingly being charged with terrorism (Topo, 2009).  An article in The New York 

Times illustrated this merge neatly:  

Eric Harris wanted to bomb his high school out of a desire ''to terrorize the entire 

nation by attacking a symbol of American life.'' In this pseudo-political 

grandiosity, he is of a piece with Mohamed Atta. We see him far differently now 

than we did when he was widely (and inaccurately) characterized as a crazed 

loner striking out at jocks in 1999. (Rich, 2004) 

 
 Although Muschert (2007) breaks down school shootings into a typology of five 

varieties (rampages, mass murders, terrorist attacks, targeted attacks, and government 

shootings), these differentiations require researchers to posthumously and speculatively 
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ascribe ideologically specific motivations to perpetrators, and as such, they are not 

particularly useful distinctions for this study. Therefore, in this analysis, I will also 

consider rampage shootings that fit the above PATRIOT ACT definition to be acts of 

domestic terrorism. With this definition in mind, the four criteria on which I focused in 

determining whether an event could be deemed an act of domestic terrorism and merit 

inclusion in this analysis are the following: 

• Did the event occur within the United States? 

• Was an American citizen, either by birth or naturalization, or a permanent U.S. 

resident, implicated in the event? 

• Did the event involve acts dangerous to human life that are a violation of the 

criminal laws of the United States or of any state? 

• Did the attack appear to be intended either to intimidate or coerce a civilian 

population, to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion, 

or to affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or 

kidnapping? 

 

Cultivating social perceptions of ‘otherness’ in coverage of violence 

There are many theoretical justifications for the importance of studying mass 

media coverage of crime and violence, particularly depictions present in television news. 

Cultivation theory offers a rich context for the importance and influence that these kinds 

of depictions can have on viewers. While this study does not assess cultivation outcomes 

of the network news coverage analyzed, it does point to the ways in which television 
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news coverage may frame this specific kind of coverage in racial, ethnic and religious 

terms—coverage that may help cultivate viewers’ perceptions of social reality. 

Classic cultivation theory suggests that television is responsible for cultivating 

and shaping its viewers’ conceptions of reality, relying on the assumption that television 

is a primary source of socialization and information, and that depictions of the world on 

television reflect a significantly more violent and menacing world than the world most 

people inhabit (Romer, Jamieson & Aday, 2003). Classic cultivation theory suggests that 

over time, people who are heavily exposed to televised accounts actually change their 

perceptions of material reality, and that these perceptions are eventually transferred to the 

culture as a whole. Further, classic cultivation theory posits that the mass media cultivate 

attitudes, ideas and values, and bind cultural members together by maintaining and 

propagating these values within members of that group (Abah, 2008; Gerbner and Gross, 

1976).  

Early forms of cultivation theory were criticized for methodological flaws that 

may have affected the conclusions drawn in research that employed the theory, such as 

the crude measurement of exposure to television as simply “light” or “heavy,” and the 

exclusion of other relevant factors that may have intervened in the relationship between 

television exposure and measures of cultivation (Potter, 1993, 1994). However, recent 

research has responded to these critiques, implemented recommendations to address these 

assessments, and continued to find that higher levels of exposure to television lead people 

to be significantly more fearful and concerned about crime (Nabi & Sullivan, 2001; 

Romer, Jamieson & Aday, 2003) and that those who are exposed to more television news 
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and newspaper accounts were more likely to perceive ethnic minorities as a threat 

(Vergeer & Scheepers, 2000).  

Sociological research offers further theoretical support for the validity of this link 

between media messages and attitudes, particularly toward ethnic minorities. Social 

identity theory posits that every individual needs to belong to a social group, because the 

group provides values and norms that allow each person to comprehend his or her social 

reality. According to social identity theory, groups that do not conform to the values and 

norms of a person’s “in-group” are evaluated negatively, while groups that possess 

similar values and norms are evaluated positively (Tajfel, 1981). This suggests that 

television viewers come to the table already favorably inclined toward an in-group—

which in the United States means white, Judeo-Christian Americans—while being 

negatively inclined toward out-groups.  

Many studies have found that stereotypic and race-framed depictions of people in 

news coverage affect how viewers and readers assign responsibility—internal or 

external—to individuals, finding specifically that subjects are more likely to ascribe 

external responsibility for criminal events to white, in-group individuals in news 

coverage, and to ascribe internal, personal responsibility to non-white, out-group 

individuals in news coverage. (Iyengar, 1990; Power, Murphy, & Coover, 1996). 

These disparities are problematic for many reasons. Gandy (1994) wrote that 

because of the media’s role in the cultivation of social perceptions, there is good reason 

to be concerned about the tendency for ethnic minorities to be cast in media roles that 

define them as violent criminals: 
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Not only do such representations operate to reproduce racism, but the cumulative 

impact may be a reduction in the general audience’s willingness to support public 

policies designed to help blacks escape poverty and criminal victimization. 

(Gandy, p. 41)   

In coverage of high-profile acts of violence, unequal coverage of different social, 

racial, or religious groups can reflect larger discourses of national fear or perceived 

danger (Altheide, 2006). Bulley (2008) found that the mass media’s response to the July 

7, 2005 bombings in London, for example, were discursively constructed to make the 

terror of that day foreign, even though the attacks were largely domestic. Because the 

culprits were Muslim, the British government—and consequently, media outlets that 

relied heavily on official sources—constructed the event as a foreign terror attack, one 

that was “unusual, contingent, part of the uncontrollable ‘otherness’ of the ‘foreign.’” 

(Bulley, 2008, p. 379) This mirrors the move in international relations theory of 

differentiating that which is ‘inside’ from that which is ‘outside’ (Walker, 1993). 

Noam Chomsky (1991) reiterated this prevalence of “otherness” in media 

portrayals of violent perpetrators:  

A menace for today should be remote: ‘the other’, very different from ‘us’, or at 

least what we are trained to aspire to be. The designated targets should also be 

weak enough to be attacked without cost; the wrong color helps as well. In short, 

the menace should be situated in the Third World, whether abroad or in the inner 

city at home. The war against the menace should also be designated to be 

winnable, a precedent for future operations. (Chomsky, p. 114)  

 Leavy and Malone (2009) found this disparate emphasis on race and class in mass 

media coverage in their comparison between the Columbine High School shootings of 

1999 and the 2005 Red Lake Indian Reservation School shootings, finding that while 
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Columbine received “saturation coverage,” the Red Lake shooting received relatively 

little attention and was largely considered a local story, despite the fact the shooting was, 

at the time, the most deadly shooting at an American school since Columbine. Their 

research highlights two important facets of coverage that emerged: First, the Red Lake 

shootings received less national and live coverage because they occurred in a non-white, 

low-income community. Second, the ways in which the culprits for each shooting were 

framed was significantly different: the Columbine shooters, who were white and middle-

income, were presented as “boys next door gone wrong,” driven to kill by bullying and 

violent entertainment media, while the Red Lake shooter, who was Native American and 

low-income, was presented as a villain individually responsible for his actions. 

 

Coverage of terrorism in a post-September 11 world 

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 have made the cultural context of 

attribution of responsibility for terror events, whether domestic or foreign, infinitely more 

complex.  Society has always constructed “others” through the lens of the mass media, 

especially in the context of terror events or other large-scale societal problems—but after 

September 11, these representations of otherness have manifested themselves in different 

ways, based less on race or nationality than religious identity. 

There is a long history of scholarship documenting the historical, cultural, and 

religious tensions between a generalized Muslim East and the Judeo-Christian West, 

tensions that manifest themselves in the present post-September 11 media climate. In 

Edward Said’s 1978 book, “Orientalism,” Said described the perceived gulf between East 
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and West as being falsely constructed, based on colonialism and inaccurate and 

stereotypic ideas of the “Orient”: 

Orientalism is a style of thought based upon ontological and epistemological 

distinction made between "the Orient" and (most of the time) "the Occident." 

Thus a very large mass of writers, among who are poets, novelists, philosophers, 

political theorists, economists, and imperial administrators, have accepted the 

basic distinction between East and West as the starting point for elaborate 

theories, epics, novels, social descriptions, and political accounts concerning the 

Orient, its people, customs, "mind," destiny, and so on … Orientalism can be 

discussed and analyzed as the corporate institution for dealing with the Orient – 

dealing with it by making statements about it, authorizing views of it, describing 

it, by teaching it, settling it, ruling over it (Said, 1978, p. 2-3). 

As Said and later scholars (Shaheen, 1984; Kumar, 2008) pointed out, media 

depictions of this Eastern “other” increasingly conflate Islam and Muslims with Arabs. 

Shaheen (1984) explored the many ways in which Arab characters were demonized in 

television programs, relying on distorted stereotypes to tell even ostensibly fact-based 

stories about Arab and Middle Eastern culture. Vultee (2009) used Said’s concept of 

Orientalism to explore the ways in which Fox News created a “uniquely menacing” 

image of Islam—an image in which Islam as a religion is inseparable from what Muslims 

do, and Muslims are inseparable from each other. 

Padgett and Allen (2003) argue that post-Cold War and pre-September 11 

“others” in times of crisis served the same purpose as the archetypal “other” image of the 

Cold War-era Soviet “Evil Empire,” except that our fear of them was rational; they were 

“like us.” Fundamentally, these post-Cold War and pre-September 11 culprits were 

insiders, whose motives could be understood. But after September 11, mass media often 
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reverted to the old “Evil Empire” model, a good/evil dichotomy, a view that equated an 

attack on the Twin Towers and the Pentagon with an attack on Western free markets and 

democracy and vilified a homogeneous Muslim “other” in simplistic terms.  

Altheide (2006) also noted that terrorism coverage after September 11 has fed into 

dominant state discourse surrounding fear, terrorism and victimization—finding that the 

terms crime, victim and fear were heavily present in news reports about terrorism, and 

that the use of these words construct public discourse that reflects symbolic relationships 

about order, danger and threat that may be exploited by those in power in ways that they 

could not be before September 11. This post-September 11 landscape of discourse about 

terror is more complex, more polarized, and less nuanced than it was before. 

In the analysis that follows, I examine the ways in which domestic terror events 

are constructed in network news coverage, examining the amount of coverage given to 

each event, the ways in which attribution of responsibility is assigned to perpetrators, 

including the use of the words “terrorist” and “terrorism,” the presence or absence of the 

culprit’s name, and the identification of the race, ethnicity or religion of the culprit.    

RQ1: What is the extent of national network television news coverage of domestic 

terror events?  

RQ2: How does national network television news coverage of domestic terror 

events differ between events in which white Americans are implicated and those in which 

non-white Americans are implicated? Are the culprits who are not white depicted as 

members of an out-group, a foreign “other?”  
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RQ3: Is there a link between religious identification of culprits and the use of the 

term “terrorism? 

I am using a mixed approach of both quantitative and qualitative methods, which 

calls for somewhat open-ended research questions. However, the literature does forecast 

some patterns in the quantitative data I will collect. Based on the literature, I hypothesize 

that the data will reflect the othering of nonwhite culprits, particularly those linked to 

Islam. 
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Chapter 3: Method 

 I conducted a content analysis of network news coverage of every domestic terror 

event within a five-year period (December 2004 – December 2009) that received 

coverage on national network news, coding for the number of stories about each event (a 

story is identified as being “about” the event if it mentions it, even once), the number of 

words in each story, the presence or absence of the word “terror,” “terrorism” or 

“terrorist,” the presence or absence of the culprit’s name, and the presence or absence of 

the perpetrators’ race, ethnicity and/or religion.  

In a second round of coding, I qualitatively examined only those stories that used 

the word “terror,” “terrorist,” or “terrorism,” to get a better sense for how the word was 

applied. In reading these transcripts, I particularly focused on the ways in which the 

events and culprits were discursively constructed, and how the perpetrators were 

described. 

 

Sampling 

Stories covering domestic terrorism events were identified via narrowing by 

keyword on LexisNexis within transcripts of the three major network news (ABC, CBS, 

and NBC) transcripts during the period between December 2004 and December 2009, 

searching separately for the terms shooting, bombing, terrorism, terrorist, terror, 

domestic + terrorism, attack, terrorist + attack, rampage or mass + murder. Foiled or 

unsuccessful domestic terror events were included if they received national network 

television news coverage. I also searched the Vanderbilt Television News Archive for the 
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same keywords, and used existing timelines to help identify prominent rampage and 

school shootings within the last five years (U.S. News, 2008). Within this five-year 

period, I identified a total of 42 events covered on evening network news that qualified as 

domestic terror events (including foiled attempts at domestic terror attacks that garnered 

coverage) according the definition above; all fit the four characteristics I identified to 

determine if an event can be considered an act of domestic terrorism. Every discrete news 

story about the event in the week directly following the date the event occurred was 

collected. Stories commemorating the anniversary of an event were not collected for 

analysis.  

 

Coding Procedure and Measures 

The unit of analysis was the discrete news segment, or story, about each of the 42 

domestic terror events. Multiple stories were sometimes present within a single 

broadcast, separated into different transcripts. A total of 394 stories were coded. For each 

story, two independent coders coded for the race of the culprit, the ethnicity of the culprit, 

the religion of the culprit, the number of words in the story, the presence or absence of 

the word “terror,” “terrorist,” or “terrorism,” and the presence or absence of the culprit’s 

name in the story. The codes for races were black, white, Hispanic, Asian, Middle 

Eastern or Arab, “other” or “doesn’t say/no culprit mentioned.” The codes for religion 

were Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, Jewish, “other,” or “doesn’t say/no culprit 

mentioned.” The codes for ethnicity were written in individually when present. Examples 

of ethnicity codes might be “Italian,” “Finnish,” or “Korean.”  
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Intercoder Reliability Testing 

 Two independent coders, both graduate students in mass communication, 

completed the coding of these 394 stories. An initial training session was conducted prior 

to the pilot test, which used 30 transcripts drawn from coverage of earlier terror events 

that did not fit within the time period analyzed in the main coding. The coders were 

provided with detailed written explanation of coding categories, and coding rules and 

terms were discussed. A second training session was completed after the pilot test to 

further discuss and agree upon coding rules for the main coding. The average percent 

agreement for the two outside coders, based on a pilot test of 30 transcripts, was .89. 

Percent agreement ranged from .8 (presence or absence of the culprit’s name) to 1 

(ethnicity, religion). The category for the presence or absence of the culprit’s name also 

achieved the lowest Scott’s pi score, .63. All other categories achieved Scott’s pi 

coefficients above .89.  

 Intercoder reliability was also assessed for the main coding. Based on 130 cases, 

or about one third of the total final dataset, percent agreement for all categories was 

above .9, indicating very strong agreement between the two coders. Scott’s pi values 

ranged from .84 (religion) to .92 (presence or absence of “terror,” “terrorist” or 

“terrorism”), with the exception of the category for race, which achieved a Scott’s pi 

value of .66. The category for number of words achieved a Pearson correlation 

coefficient of .94.  
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Chapter 4: Results 

Content Analysis 

RQ1: What is the extent of national network television news coverage of domestic 

terror events?  

 A total of 394 stories were coded and analyzed. The mean story length was 

422.81 words (median = 349, SD = 234). The word “terror,” “terrorism,” or “terrorist” 

was used to describe the event in 88, or 22.3 percent of the stories. In 159, or 40 percent 

of the stories, the sole culprit, or all culprits, were identified by name. In 15, or 3.8 

percent of stories, the sole culprit was partially identified by name, or one or more, but 

not all, culprits were identified by name. In 220, or 55.8 percent of stories, the culprit’s 

name was not included in the story.  

 Two events—the April 16, 2007 Virginia Tech shooting, and the November 4, 

2009 Fort Hood shooting—received considerably more coverage than other events. The 

Virginia Tech shooting produced 93 stories, making up about 24 percent of the total 

sample. The Fort Hood shooting produced 49 stories, or about 12 percent of the total 

sample. Six events produced only one story. The mean number of stories per event was 

9.4, while the median was 4. 

RQ2: How does national network television news coverage of domestic terror 

events differ between events in which white Americans are implicated and those in which 

non-white Americans are implicated? Are the culprits who are not white depicted as 

members of an out-group, a foreign “other?”  
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Content analysis revealed too few racial and ethnic descriptors of culprits to 

conduct statistical analyses on the identification of culprits by race or ethnicity in this 

coverage. Only two broadcasts explicitly mentioned the race of the culprit (“Asian” and 

“Middle Eastern”), and ethnic descriptors were also few and far between. Nine different 

ethnic descriptors were present in the data. The most prevalent ethnic identification, 

“South Korean,” or “Korean” appeared in 14 stories; the next-most-prevalent 

identification, “Native American,” appeared in only six stories. The remaining ethnic 

descriptors appeared in five stories or fewer (See Table 1).   

The qualitative analysis in the following section is better positioned to shed light 

on some of the questions raised by RQ2. 

RQ3: Is there a link between religious identification of culprits and the use of the 

term “terrorism?” 

The only religious descriptor that was applied to a culprit in any of the 394 cases 

was “Muslim” accounting for 21, or 5.3 percent of the stories. The remainder of the 

stories did not mention the religion of the culprit.  

 A chi square test of the variables measuring the presence or absence of the word 

“terror” and the identification of the culprit as Muslim found a significant association 

between whether the word “terror,” “terrorist” or “terrorism” was used and the 

identification of the culprit as Muslim (x2 = 25.026, df = 1, p < .0001).  A cross tabulation 

revealed that in those stories in which the culprit was identified as Muslim, 66 percent 

used the word “terror,” “terrorist” or “terrorism. In those stories that did not identify the 
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religion of the culprit, 20 percent mentioned “terror,” “terrorist,” or “terrorism”  (See 

Table 2).  

An independent t-test comparing the variables measuring the presence or absence 

of the word “terror,” “terrorist,” or “terrorism” and the length of the stories in words also 

found a significant difference (p < .001, t = 4.775) between the length of those stories that 

used the term “terror,” “terrorist,” or “terrorism” (mean = 525.25, SD = 250) and those 

stories that did not mention “terror,” “terrorism,” or “terrorist” (mean = 393.35, SD = 

221.55), an average difference of 131.9 words.  

 

Qualitative Findings 

 A closer reading of the 88 stories that mentioned the words “terror,” “terrorist,” or 

“terrorism,” found that the coverage invoking these terms largely coalesced around 

several particular high-profile events. The term was used most frequently early in the 

sample period, in 2005, in response to the October 6 subway-bombing threat that gripped 

New York. The subway-bombing event (a threat that later turned out to be largely 

unfounded) produced 13 stories that used the term “terror,” “terrorist,” or “terrorism,” 

more than any other single event.  Many of the remaining stories around which coverage 

with the “terror,” “terrorist” or “terrorism” label converged centered around the following 

11 events: a December, 2005 killing of an Ecuadorian-American man by air marshals on 

a flight; a June 2005 Miami terror threat involving a Muslim group that allegedly wanted 

to blow up the Sears Tower; a July 2006 Seattle synagogue shooting; a September 2006 

school shooting in Bailey, Colorado; an October 2006 shooting at an Amish schoolhouse; 
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the April 2007 Virginia Tech shooting; a May 2007 plot involving an attempt to bomb 

Fort Dix, a December 2007 shooting in an Omaha mall; a May 2009 synagogue-bombing 

plot in the Bronx; a September 2007 bombing plot aimed at New York; and the 

November 2009 Fort Hood shooting.  

 The ways in which even this narrower set of events that received the “terror,” 

“terrorist” or “terrorism” label were described, however, varied widely. I identified three 

themes in this coverage that included the “terror,” “terrorist” or “terrorism” label: 

semantic differences in the use of the word “terror,” surprise that the culprits were 

American (accompanied by descriptions of domestic culprits as “homegrown terrorists”) 

and an externalization of terror events that linked American events to international 

terrorist organizations or extremist groups. 

 

Semantic differences in the use of the word “terror” 

 The use of the word “terror” alone (“terror” being the most infrequent of the 

descriptors “terror,” “terrorist” and “terrorism”) was not always analogous to the use of 

the word “terrorist” or “terrorism.” Even the use of the word “terror” itself was not 

applied consistently across events—in some stories, it clearly referred to a state of panic 

or fear, while in other stories, “terror” served as a shorthand for “terrorism.” In these 88 

transcripts, the terms “terrorist” or “terrorism” were almost exclusively reserved for 

events framed as uniquely menacing, large-scale, and tied to international terrorism and 

Islamic extremism. The terms “terrorist,” the term “terrorism,” and the term “terror” 

when used as a shorthand for “terrorism,” were used overwhelmingly to describe those 
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events that involved Muslim culprits, as illustrated by this May 8, 2007 CBS story, 

anchored by Katie Couric:  

There hasn't been a terror attack on US soil since 9/11, but tonight, federal agents 

say they just stopped one, a big one. They've arrested six Muslims in … 

Philadelphia. Fort Dix is a major training facility for soldiers heading to Iraq and 

Afghanistan. Since 9/11, it's been closed to the general public, but on any given 

day, there are about 14,000 soldiers there, and the FBI says the suspects were out 

to kill as many of them as possible. We have two reports tonight on the alleged 

plot and how it was stopped, beginning with justice correspondent Bob Orr. 

… Bob Orr: The plot to attack US soldiers on American soil ended in darkness at 

this home in Cherry Hill, New Jersey. Ringleaders of a home-grown terror cell 

with big plans and big mouths were arrested as they tried to buy AK-47s and M-

16 assault weapons from an FBI agent posing as an arms dealer. For more than a 

year, federal agents watched and listened to the six suspects, shown here in the 

back of SUVs heading to court. The foreign-born Islamic radicals told informants 

of their plans to attack Fort Dix and other US military targets in the Philadelphia 

area. 

Orr:  Officials say they've caught the absolute core of this plot, but the arrests are 

just the latest reminder that more than five and a half years after 9/11, it's not just 

foreign, but also home-grown terrorists who are plotting to kill Americans. Bob 

Orr, CBS News, Camden, New Jersey. 

 The use of the term “terror” was sometimes used very differently, not as 

shorthand for “terrorism,” but to refer to a state of fear, panic or horror. The stories that 

used “terror” in this way were exclusively those covering events with non-Muslim 

culprits. For example, in coverage of the April 16, 2007 Virginia Tech shooting (an event 

perpetrated by Cho Seung-Hui, a non-Muslim student of South Korean descent) stories 

broadcast by both ABC and CBS the same day used the term “terror” in their reporting. 
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In this Virginia Tech coverage, the context and use of “terror” suggests that the word was 

being used to mean, literally, “fear.” The April 16 ABC broadcast included this line: “In 

fact, you can hear 27 of those shots and the terror of this morning on a scratchy video.” 

Similarly, the April 16 CBS broadcast included this line: “In the aftermath, these vivid 

images of terror and tragedy. Authorities confirm 33 people dead including the shooter, at 

least 26 people injured.”  

 An October 2, 2006 CBS story about a shooting at an Amish schoolhouse used 

“terror” as a verb, describing the culprit’s behavior: 

A man armed with two guns and only the vaguest of motives invaded a one-room 

schoolhouse in Lancaster County, then terrorized and executed several young 

girls. For the next 45 minutes, he terrorized about 25 students and teachers in this 

single room about the size of a two-car garage. There was no place to hide, no 

way to escape. 

 Other events that led to similar use of the term “terror” as “fear” were the 

December 5, 2007 Omaha mall shooting and the December 10, 2007 church shooting, 

which produced the ABC screen graphics “TERROR AT THE MALL” and “TERROR 

AT CHURCH,” respectively. It is worth noting that ABC News displayed a unique 

predilection for these kinds of all-caps screen graphics that included the term “terror,” as 

in: “TERROR PLOT: HOMEGROWN TERROR,” “DEADLY DIARY; NIGHT OF 

TERROR,” and “TERROR TRIAL; TERROR RAID.”  

 Only two stories used the term “terrorism” to apply to non-Muslim culprits. The 

first was an October 2, 2006 ABC broadcast about the Amish schoolhouse shooting: 

Geoffrey Canada, who studies violence in the nation's schools, says they've 

become useful targets for the disaffected. 
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GEOFFREY CANADA: We have more people thinking about, "Where can I 

inflict the most amount of psychic and emotional damage?" And this is a sort of 

terrorism. 

The second was a June 11, 2009 ABC broadcast that touched on both the shooting 

of a Holocaust Museum guard and the shooting of an abortion doctor:  

A cold-blooded murder at the Holocaust Museum by a white supremacist. An 

abortion doctor gunned down in a church two weeks ago. January 21st, Brockton, 

Massachusetts, a day after inauguration, a man who police say had a plan to kill 

as many blacks, Hispanics and Jews as he could, rapes a minority woman and 

kills two. Radicals of the ultra-fringe, filled with rage about illegal immigration, 

fear of losing their guns, abortion and race making law enforcement increasingly 

nervous about a potential wave of domestic terror. 

An April 2009 Homeland Security bulletin warned that the economic downturn 

and the election of the first African American president present unique drivers for 

right wing radicalization and recruitment. 

 

The “Homegrown Terrorist” 

 A second theme that emerged in this segment of coverage was a simultaneous 

sense of surprise that culprits were American and alarm that terror plots could arise from 

within the United States. This sentiment manifested itself in the use of the term 

“homegrown terrorist,” which appeared 20 times, but only in stories covering three 

events: the June 2005 Miami terror threat involving the Sears Tower, a July 2006 Seattle 

synagogue shooting, and, the May 2007 Fort Dix bombing plot, all of which involved 

culprits who self-identified as Muslim extremists.  
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 A June 23, 2006 NBC broadcast illustrates this sense of bewilderment with the 

phenomenon of “homegrown terrorism” neatly: 

BRIAN WILLIAMS: As we mentioned, a lot of people said today these seven 

men didn't look like terrorists, though it's hard to say who does. And today in the 

neighborhood where these men lived and held their meetings and where they were 

arrested, people reacted differently to this news. 

The tiny warehouse on Northwest 15th Avenue was nicknamed "the embassy." 

It's in the heart of Liberty City, a low-income neighborhood of mostly African 

Americans and immigrants. It became infamous during the race riot of 1980 in 

which 18 people died. Today with the area much quieter, residents say it's the last 

place they'd ever expect to find an alleged terror plot. 

Unidentified Man: I'm shocked. 

… Neighbors say the men arrested by the FBI called themselves Muslims, often 

dressed in military-style clothing and exercised together at night. 

 A May 21, 2009 ABC story titled “PLOT FOILED; HOMEGROWN PLOT” 

echoed this sentiment: 

Here in New York, a reminder of the continuing threat of terrorism. Four men 

were arrested last night for what authorities said was a plot to attack two 

synagogues in the Bronx. And to shoot down military aircraft at a National Guard 

base upstate. Police said the men did not appear to be working for any known 

terrorist organization.  

…The FBI says the case reflects the reality of homegrown terrorists. Three of the 

four suspects are American. One worked at Wal-Mart. 

 

The externalization of terror 

 A third theme that emerged in those stories that used “terror” terms was a link to 

international terrorist organizations or extremist groups – a focus on the relationship 
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between American culprits and foreign movements. This focus was only present in those 

stories that called the event “terrorism,” the culprits “terrorists,” or used “terror” as a 

shorthand for “terrorism.” This theme was especially noteworthy in the context of this 

sample because all the events covered were domestic events: they were exclusively 

attacks or attempted attacks conceived and/or carried out at least partially by Americans. 

 A July 29, 2006 ABC account of a deadly shooting at a Jewish center in Seattle 

by a culprit who described himself as “Muslim-American” prefaced the story with the 

assertion that “[a]nger over fighting in the Middle East has hit home.” A story that ran the 

same evening on CBS was titled “Shooting in Seattle Might Indicate Mideast Tensions 

Affecting America.”   

 Another element of this externalization was an increasing focus over time on the 

ways in which the Internet enabled foreign extremism to poison American minds. For 

example, a May 8, 2007, NBC story on the Fort Dix bombing plot emphasized the role 

the Internet played in corrupting the men responsible—a theme also picked up by CBS 

the same evening: 

[T]his morning, as millions of Americans were leaving home for work, they heard 

about this story, what the feds say is a busted plot by six young men in their 20s 

accused of planning to shoot up a US Army post, Fort Dix in New Jersey. The 

FBI says this was an example of home-grown terrorism, inspired by the Internet 

and thankfully foiled. 

They were arrested last night trying to buy guns from a man they thought was an 

arms dealer, but who was working with the government. Prosecutors say the six 

were inspired by Internet jihadist videos, a sobering new trend, experts say. 
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Mr. MICHAEL SHEEHAN (Terrorism expert): They're not getting it from an 

imam who's preaching on a Friday afternoon. That's really not the case anymore, 

which we saw in Europe prior to 9/11 and even after 9/11. 

Al-Qaeda, the extremist Muslim organization behind the September 11 attacks, 

was frequently invoked as a potential co-conspirator in domestic attacks by Muslim 

Americans. Coverage of the September 2009 case involving an attempted bombing in 

New York by Najibullah Zazi also emphasized Zazi’s ties to Al-Qaeda, and the October 

2009 arrest of Tareck Mehanna detailed terrorist training that Mehanna allegedly 

received in Pakistan. 

Sometimes, as CBS’s Jim Acosta put it, these ties to Al-Qaeda were “more 

aspirational than operational.” One such case involved seven Miami men implicated in a 

plot to target the Sears Tower. A June 24 NBC story emphasized the foreign roots of 

these culprits’ extremism by tying the event to September 11 and Al-Qaeda: 

Ms. MARLENE PHANOR: It is just a young religious group that's trying to help 

their community. 

[Mike] TAIBBI: A familiar refrain. Many of the 261 individuals found guilty of 

terror charges since 9/11 and of the 180 others who've been cleared or are 

awaiting trial also claimed they were only involved in religious activities. 

But it's intelligence gathering, not entrapment, when an undercover informant 

elicits direct requests for money, weapons and other resources to wage war, which 

is allegedly what happened in the Florida case. 

They never got any money or machine guns, but they allegedly took these 

reconnaisance [sic] photos and never stopped talking their role models' talk. 

ALBERTO GONZALES (Attorney General): And left unchecked, these 

homegrown terrorists may prove to be as dangerous as groups like al-Qaeda. 

TAIBBI: In this case, a group that was checked and infiltrated and arrested. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

 The results of this analysis support the findings of previous research that has 

found marked imbalances in terms of how in- and out-group culprits are identified in 

mass media coverage of crime. In the post-September 11 environment of “East vs. West” 

tension that prevails in mainstream news media coverage, the relationship between the 

identification of a culprit as “Muslim” and the label “terrorism” or “terrorist” is 

significant, and arguably the most important finding in the present study.  

 These results offer insight into how national television network news media 

construct an implicit definition of “terrorism.” The data suggest that if religious 

identifiers are stripped away, there is no way to predict which analogous domestic events 

will be constructed as acts of terrorism by national network television news. But when 

religious identifiers enter into the equation, an event involving a culprit who is identified 

in network news coverage as “Muslim” is more likely to be labeled “terrorism” than an 

event in which news coverage does not identify the religious identity of a culprit. These 

data also suggest that events that are deemed acts of terrorism garner more coverage than 

those that are not, adding to the mystique, and the uncertainty, of the term “terrorism” as 

it is used by the network news media. 

This disparity between the definition of domestic terrorism laid out in U.S. 

Code—a clear-cut set of criteria—and the actual application of the “terror” label by these 

three national news networks is another interesting finding of this study. Only 22.3 

percent of the events that fit the legal criteria for domestic terror events were deemed 

“terrorism” in these newscasts, suggesting that there is very little overlap between what 
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technically constitutes “terrorism” under the law and what mass media mean when they 

use the word.  

The implicit definitional messages present in the use of the “terror” label by these 

three networks suggest an interpretation of “terrorism,” and particularly “homegrown 

terrorism,” that hinges on religious identity. An emphasis on the foreign roots of 

American terror—the poisoning of American Muslim minds by foreign imams on the 

Internet and abroad—implies that these American Muslim culprits are in the United 

States, but not of it. Even those who are American by birth, who work at the ur-American 

Wal-Mart, are susceptible to this kind of religious corruption. This emphasis on external 

infection replicates earlier examples of nationalistic externalization in American history, 

such as the propaganda aimed at Japanese Americans during World War II. As Bulley 

(2008) found in media coverage of the 2005 London bombings, these kinds of events 

were constructed as “unusual, contingent, part of the uncontrollable ‘otherness’ of the 

‘foreign’” (p. 379). 

 Some of the absences in the data are just as notable as the labels and associations 

that are present. It is notable that Islam was the only religion mentioned in association 

with any of the domestic terror events in this five-year period. It is also significant that 

only two out of 394 stories identified a culprit using racial terms, and that those terms 

were “Asian” and “Middle Eastern.”  Additionally, although there were only 33 stories 

that identified the ethnicity of a culprit, nearly all of the ethnic descriptors of culprits that 

were present in coverage – Native American, Iraqi, Ecuadorian, Haitian, Pakistani, 
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Yugoslavian, Korean or South Korean, Vietnamese, and Palestinian – represent distinctly 

non-Western, non-white ethnicities, stereotypical “others.”   

 There is a manifest absence of discussion of whiteness in these network news 

broadcasts. This analysis reveals a persistent absence of racial, ethnic, and religious 

identification of culprits who are white, Judeo-Christian and stereotypically Western. 

Despite the fact that every event included in this analysis had culprits who were either 

Americans by birth or naturalization or permanent residents of the United States, and 

despite the fact that several culprits were white or self-identified elsewhere as Christians, 

none of the network news coverage referred to a culprit as “white,” identified a culprit by 

a European ethnicity, or identified the religious identity of any culprits who were non-

Muslim.  

 This silence in the data speaks to the invisibility of whiteness in these network 

news broadcasts. This absence reinforces a history of scholarship on the invisible nature 

of whiteness, in which members of white racial, ethnic, and religious groups in the 

United States have been found to be invisible, unmarked, notable only in their absence 

(Frankenberg, 2001; Keating, 1995). This absence says something about what whiteness 

itself represents—blamelessness, purity, and safety.  

 The absence of description of those culprits who were white and non-Muslim, and 

the association between the identification of a culprit as Muslim and the use of 

“terrorism” to describe the event, play into a timely and divisive current journalistic 

discussion within the news media themselves about when news media should label an 

event “terrorism.” This debate has only intensified in the months since data collection 
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ceased on this project, as several high-profile criminal events perpetrated by white 

Americans divided the news community over whether to call the events committed or 

conceived by Andrew Joseph Stack, John Patrick Bedell, and Colleen LaRose “domestic 

terrorism,” and the culprits themselves “terrorists.”  

 One such event, the February 18, 2010 plane crash of a private plane into an 

office building in Austin, Texas, prompted widespread journalistic discussion about the 

term “terrorism” and its relationship with the identity of culprits. Andrew Joseph “Joe” 

Stack, a white, 53-year-old software engineer, wrote a manifesto describing his 

murderous intent and his rationale for why he thought violence was the only answer to 

his grievances with the IRS. On February 18, Stack set his house on fire and crashed his 

private plane into a building that housed his local branch of the IRS, killing himself and 

one IRS employee. 

 In the wake of the crash, news media struggled with whether to call the event 

“terrorism”—the headline of USA Today the following day read: “In Austin, a chilling 

echo of terrorism,” while The Wall Street Journal called Stack a “tax protester” (Stelter, 

2010). Glenn Greenwald (2010) was one of the first to write about the inconsistencies 

and hypocrisies inherent in news media coverage of the event:  

All of this underscores, yet again, that Terrorism is simultaneously the single most 

meaningless and most manipulated word in the American political lexicon.  The 

term now has virtually nothing to do with the act itself and everything to do with 

the identity of the actor, especially his or her religious identity … One might 

concede that perhaps there's some technical sense in which term might apply to 

Stack, but as Fox News emphasized:  it's not "terrorism in the larger sense that 

most of us are used to . . . terrorism in that capital T way."  We all know who 
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commits terrorism in "that capital T way," and it's not people named Joseph Stack 

(Greenwald, 2010). 

 

Limitations and future research 

 The ever-evolving nature of domestic terrorism coverage can make it hard to 

examine comprehensively. In the few months since data collection ceased, several more 

high-profile events have occurred (notable events made public in the first few months of 

2010 include a shooting at the Pentagon by John Patrick Bedell, the terrorism case 

against Colleen “Jihad Jane” LaRose, the Texas suicide plane crash involving Andrew 

Joseph Stack, and an alleged terrorist plot orchestrated by a Christian Michigan militia 

group called “Hutaree”). Because these events have generated so much internal 

discussion and disagreement among news media practitioners themselves, it would be 

useful and interesting to examine these more recent high-profile events that sparked 

journalistic debate over the meaning, scope and nature of the word “terrorism” and its 

connection to the identity of these four recent high-profile culprits, all of whom are white 

Americans, and only one of whom self-identifies as Muslim. 

 Other useful directions for future research might include an assessment of 

coverage using cultivation theory as a formal framework, exploring the ways in which 

consumers of news process and respond to coverage. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

 Content analysis of this five-year period of coverage of domestic terror events on 

the evening network news produced results that aligned with previous scholarship on 

media coverage of religious and ethnic minorities and the invisibility of whiteness. This 

study found that the identification of a culprit as Muslim tended to cue a terrorism frame 

in network media coverage of these events—those culprits who were identified according 

to their religious identity in association with Islam were more likely to be deemed 

“terrorists,” or to have their actions called “terrorism” by these nightly news broadcasts, 

than those who were not identified by their religion. Even those events that were 

described using the word “terror” displayed marked semantic differences between the use 

of the word to refer to events in which a Muslim culprit was implicated and those in 

which non-Muslim culprits were implicated. Further, those events that were labeled 

“terrorism” were largely externalized, linked to international plots or foreign groups. 

 These persistent disparities in coverage, and the marked absence of white and 

non-Muslim descriptors, are problematic because they can lead to larger cultural 

imbalances in American perceptions of religious and ethnic groups. As Jack Shaheen 

wrote in 1984—a fact that remains relevant today— the expansive, established, far-

reaching nature of television possesses the potential to further understanding and 

diversity, rather than limit it. But ignorance and caricatures, Shaheen wrote, become self-

perpetuating.  

 The results of this analysis may suggest lingering signs of this kind of self-

perpetuation. Selectively affixing culprits who are Muslim with the labels “terrorist” or 
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“terrorism” sets Muslims as a group apart as implicit foreign “others,” reflecting both a 

dehumanization and alienation of Muslims as a whole and an attempt to exteriorize 

terrorism. As a result, this analysis suggests the presence of an implicit definition of 

domestic terrorism in network news media that hinges less on the nature or definition of 

the event itself, and more on the religious identity of the culprit.  
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Table 1 

Ethnic descriptors of culprits 

 

Ethnicity Frequency Percent 

Native American 6 1.5 

Iraqi 5 1.3 

Haitian 1 .3 

Pakistani 2 .5 

South Korean 12 3.0 

Korean 2 .5 

Yugoslavian 1 .3 

Vietnamese 2 .5 

Palestinian 2 .5 

Didn’t mention 361 91.6 

Total 394 100 
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Table 2 

Cross tabulation between the presence or absence of the label “terrorism” and religious 

identification of culprit (x2 = 25.026, df = 1, p < .0001). 

 

Religion  

Muslim No mention 

Yes 66.7% 19.9% 

No 33.3% 80.1% “Terrorism” used 

Total 100% 100% 

 
 
 


